Free farrowing systems

Commercial farrowing systems predominantly operate indoor confinement crates or outdoor arks, which represent the two extremes of sow restraint, substrate provision and environmental control. Both systems perform similarly with regards to mortality of piglets born alive, averaging 12.30% and 12.85%, respectively (BPEX, 2009). Approximately 92% of sows in 14 European countries were farrowing in crates by the late 1990’s (Hendriks et al., 1998); the system raises welfare issues for both sows and piglets, and there is growing pressure for discontinuing its use (RSPCA, 2011; CIWF 2006). Realistic estimates suggest 25% the UK national herd are kept outdoors (BPEX, 2008), whereas in France, less than 1% of pig production is outdoors (Ifip, 2011). Indoor, commercially viable alternatives to the confinement crate are required. Despite many years of research into alternative farrowing systems, and some success with Schmid pens (Weber et al., 2007), clear recommendations for commercially viable alternatives have been limited, until recently (Baxter et al., 2011; Edwards and Baxter, 2010).

Piglet mortality to date in free farrowing systems

Piglet survival is paramount for good welfare and economic viability; a 1% increase in mortality reduces labour income by 12% and a 1% increase in cost of production may reduce income by 30-50% (Anon 1997). Alternatives to the farrowing crate must therefore have comparable performance to the farrowing crate for piglet mortality in order to be adopted.

Experimental studies in the ‘90’s and early 2000’s began to centre on individual pens with or without the provision of straw, and kennels, crates that open, or basic nest areas; piglet mortality (as a percent of liveborn) ranged from 15-25% (for instance Marchant, 1997; Marchant et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2003; Damm et al., 2005a) and was generally higher than in crated comparisons. Weber et al (2007), however, reported Swiss commercial data for losses in farrowing pens (>5m², from 173 farms) were similar to those in crates (482 farms), at 12.7%. There were more crushed piglets in loose systems (0.62 versus 0.52 piglets per litter) but litter size at birth was the main influence on mortality. Sow age in loose pens was also implicated with higher mortality (Weber et al., 2009), whilst lower mortality was associated with use of farrowing rails on all sides of the pen, litter in the sow area during farrowing and assistance provided for piglets to obtain colostrum (Anderson et al., 2007).

Recent data from the ‘PigSAFE’ system at one site in the UK, indicates pre-weaning mortality (as percent of live-born) in the prototype system is not different from that in crates (6.4% PigSAFE, 7.5% crates) (Edwards et al., 2011).

Pedersen et al (2011a) investigated the odds of piglets from two distinct genetic groups (high versus low piglet survival at day 5) dying from various causes in two farrowing systems; pen (7.4m², 2kg of chopped straw daily) or crate (4.7m², 1kg chopped straw daily). There were no significant effects of genetic group on any category of mortality, which averaged 18.2% of total number born, or effect of housing on the odds of piglets being stillborn, crushed or dying of starvation. Birth weight, body temperature 2h after birth and length of birth process were all important in determining the risk of crushing, starvation or disease, suggesting that the same traits were important for survival in both housing systems; adapting the management to suit alternative systems is therefore key to their success. Key factors for piglet survival and for the welfare provision of sows and piglets are discussed below.
Nest building and parturition

Sows have an in-built behavioural need to nest build which has survived domestication, and involves searching for nest material, digging and rooting out a shallow hollow, and construction of a suitable nest (see Wechsler and Weber, 2007; Wischner et al., 2009; Baxter et al., 2010, for full details). Fulfilment of this behaviour triggers a rise in oxytocin levels and the sow becomes inactive ready for parturition.

Despite elements of the nest building behaviour (biting and rooting at pen fittings and the floor) being present in farrowing crates, fulfilment is not satisfactory, and the phase lasted longer than in pens with straw (Damm et al., 2003; Wischner et al, 2009). Poor quality environmental feedback leads to reduced oxytocin levels and longer parturition times for sows in crates, leading to higher stillbirth rates and delayed colostrum release (Oliviero et al., 2008).

Termination of nest building in gilts was strongest with the provision of branches as well as straw bedding, which allowed the construction of more structured nests (Damm et al., 2000). In practice, long straw was more effective at switching off nest building activity than short straw (Burri et al., 2009); Edwards and Baxter (2010) recommend a minimum of 2kg of long straw be provided pre-partum.

Maximising maternal behaviour

Maternal behaviour from the onset of farrowing until weaning is of great importance, mainly as it affects piglet mortality. Ideally, once parturition begins, the sow enters a period of prolonged lateral lying and udder exposure, with short periods of standing to make nose-to-nose contact with her piglets. By 30 hours post partum, colostrum production (by the sow) and absorption (by the piglet gut) have ceased, so frequent nursing bouts (every 30-70 minutes) are vital. This is a risky time for piglets, especially those who are small, cold or weak as they must move to the udder while avoiding being crushed by the sow. Maximising maternal behaviour by providing the right physical and thermal environment for the sow is key, whilst selection for maternal behaviour will play an important role in the future (Thordberg et al., 2002a; Baxter et al., 2011).

The transition from standing to lying was the most common cause of crushing in both indoor loose-housed and outdoor farrowing (Baxter et al., 2011). The care and control taken by a sow as she lies down and during her postural changes whilst lying down are key to piglet survival in any system. “Non-crushing” mothers were observed to spend more time making nose-to-nose contact with their piglets before lying down, as well as reacting more quickly to piglet distress calls (Andersen et al., (2005) cited Baxter et al., 2010). A high “carefulness score” (based on the length of time spent sniffing, rooting and pawing the floor prior to lying down in octagonal “walk around” crates with straw), was associated with a lower risk of crushing (Pokorna et al., 2008). Conversely, a high frequency of postural changes between the birth of the first and third piglets and a high frequency of rolling from sternal to lateral recumbency during farrowing, increased the risk of crushing (Thodberg et al., 2002b), as did lying down quickly, or laterally without leaning against a wall, or when the piglets were scattered around the sow (Burri et al., 2009). Gilts were more reactive to recordings of piglet distress calls in loose pens compared to crates (Nowicki and Schwarz 2010) indicating a positive effect of loose systems on maternal behaviour.

Successful nursing bouts are also key to piglet survival. Sows in pens had longer milk let down and terminated fewer suckling bouts than sows in crates (Dyjbaer et al., 2001; Devillers and Farmer, 2008; Litschauer et al., 2006; Pederson et al., 2011b), giving piglets the best chance to thrive.
Provision of a suitable thermal environment
The farrowing environment must provide a suitable thermal micro-climate for piglet survivability particularly in the first 48-72 hours, as newly-born piglets are wet, cannot thermoregulate and have no active immunity. They need to dry off, warm up and ingest cholesterol as soon as possible.

Free living sows (or sows in a semi-naturalistic environment) regulate the micro-climate for their young by adapting their nest construction (usually the amount of bedding material) to suit the environmental conditions (Jensen, 1989), and are able to maintain average nest temperatures of 20°C at low ambient temperatures (Alger and Jensen, 1990). Outdoor commercial free-farrowing sows are also able to maintain hut temperatures between 21 and 24°C (Johnson and McGlone, 2003), and temperature within the deep straw bedding of 31.5°C when temperature in the hut is below 15°C (Baxter et al, 2009). Heat lamps in the creep area and heated floors warm piglets immediately after birth and help to reduce mortality (Andersen et al., 2007; Malmkvist et al., 2006).

Farrowing houses are generally kept at ambient temperatures of 18-23°C, as heat stress of the sow can lead to reduced feed intake and milk output. However, in the first days post partum intensively reared sows choose resting areas with a floor temperature of 34°C (Phillips et al., 2000; Pederson et al., 2007), before gradually moving to a floor of 22°C. High floor temperature encouraged the sow to make fewer postural changes and piglets to gradually spend more time away from the sow (Pederson et al., 2007), so reducing the risk of crushing; additionally, the sows were not stressed by high floor temperatures (Malmkvist et al., 2006). Given the opportunity, this ability of the sow to choose or create a warm micro-climate well above her thermoneutral comfort zone (~18-20°C) allows her to provide for a neonate who’s lower critical temperature is much higher than her own (~34°C), and is key to early survival.

For thermal comfort of piglets during parturition, a bedding depth of 10-12 cm is recommended, depending on floor properties and ambient temperature (Baxter et al., 2010). From 24 hours post-farrowing this can be reduced to provide small amounts of recreational chopped straw or sawdust.

As lactation continues, consideration should be given to methods of cooling the sow in order to maintain feed intake and milk output. Concrete floors had better heat conduction than either plastic or cast iron flooring (Pedersen and Ravn, 2008), while floor cooling systems increased nursing time, feed intake and piglet weight gain (Silva et al., 2009); evaporative cooling in hot climates is recommended (Huynh et al 2007).

Provision of solid flooring
Perforated floors led to a higher incidence of leg abrasions and teat cuts than either solid concrete or straw-based flooring (Edwards and Lightfoot, 1986), and sows in farrowing crates preferred solid concrete flooring to plastic rod and galvanised metal rod flooring (Philips et al., 1996). More recently, cast iron slatted floors were implicated in MMA incidence and increased piglet mortality by 4-5% (Hoy, 2004), and slatted steel floors with increased limb injuries in piglets (Lewis et al., 2005). Zoric et al (2008) found higher rates of lameness in sows on partially or fully slatted concrete or metal slats than solid concrete floors, but skin abrasions and toe horn removal were more prevalent on concrete floors. Finally, sow transitions from standing to sitting or lying occurred more quickly on slatted metal floors than when provided with lying mats (Boyle et al., 2000; Damm et al., 2005b), probably due to the discomfort of kneeling on a metal slatted floor, increasing the risk of piglet crushing.

Solid floors are therefore recommended in the nest area, with a slatted floor in the dunging area for the removal of faeces and maintenance of hygiene. Void widths of 10mm or less with rounded edges are recommended (Baxter et al., 2010).
Provision of adequate space in the farrowing pen

The space provided in a farrowing pen is considered a major factor hindering maternal behaviour, more so than straw provision (Jarvis et al., 2002). Whilst Swiss Schmidt pens provide space allowances of between 5.1 and 8.6m² (Weber et al., 2009), Schmid (1991) considered the minimum pen size should be 7.5m², divided roughly equally between nest and activity area.

When Baxter et al (2010) used allometric equations to estimate the space requirements of a pen which included a nest area, separate feed area, space for suckling piglets to grow, and a creep area, they calculated a total pen area of 9.75m². The space requirements for new builds of the PigSAFE pen subsequently recommend a pen area of 9m² (Edwards and Baxter, 2010), although trials with refurbished pens of 7.7m² are proving successful (Edwards et al., 2011).

Other important aspects of farrowing pen design and layout

The following aspects were also recommended by Baxter et al (2010) in their review of farrowing systems design: 

**Enclosure:** Sows prefer nest sites inside, or against a solid wall (Stolba and Wood-Gush, 1984); having three solid sides can provide this under commercial conditions and the nest area should not be brightly lit.

**Sloping walls:** These provide the sow with support which allows her to lie down more slowly and carefully and are preferred over farrowing rails (Damm et al., 2006). Piglets can lie in the area between the sloping and vertical wall which protects them from the sow and should be available at all pen walls.

**Lactational mixing of sows and piglets:** is best avoided. **Environmental enrichment for piglets:** Provision of foraging materials such as peat could reduce aggression and behaviours such as belly nosing. Piglets should be provided with an upward angled nipple drinker in the slatted area.

Summary

In practice, producers developing indoor free-farrowing systems need to consider key aspects of design and management to maximise piglet survival and enhance the welfare of sows and piglets. These include: provision of sufficient space, solid floors with long straw bedding in the nest area, optimal physical and thermal environment to maximise maternal behaviour, key design elements highlighted here and importantly an attitudinal shift to the operation of the system.
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